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ABSTRACT 

Automated traffic measurements and their processing are a 
Severe problem in any public switched telephone network 
of today. 
This article presents a new integrated systme for traffic 
measurements and control. This system offers a comprehen
sive solution for networks, where automated measuring and 
processin~ are badly needed. 

Factors that were implemented in the design of the system 
were: 

- Bottom up design philosophy 
- Extensive use of LSI technologies 
- Use of advanced techniques of data communication 
- Stand alone operation capability of the different 

modules 
- Flexibility for future needs. 

This system goes into effect in the near future in Israel. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Israel switched telephone network is quite complicated 
though being relatively small. A variety of switchi~g . 
equipment together with an annual growth of 10% cause 
severe problems of maintenance, management and control. 
As a result of these problems, the urgent need for traffic 
measurements and processing has become one of the domina
ting issues in the system. 

Until the early 70's traffic measurements have been basee 
on manual techniques and processed. at a very slow rate. 
In recent years modern measuring equipment has been in
troduced, rendering more comprehensive and precise data. 
However, the quality and rate of processing lagged behind. 
As a result of the above described situation, first con
cepts of an integrated system for traffic measurements and 
control have evolved. 

The initial goals of the integrated system were defined 
as follows: 

- Capability for different kinds of traffic mea
surements. 

- Capability of interfacing existing and future 
measuring equipment 

- On line data collection of traffic measurements 
from local and remote site measuring equipment 

- On line production and transmission of emergency 
reports for maintenance and control. 

- Background production of statistical reports for 
management and control. 

- Future hardware and sof!ware expansion capabili
ties. 

During the last two years different modules of the system 
were designed, constructed and tested. A preliminary ana
lysis of the central unit has been carried out. Integra
tion between measuring equipment, transmission and pro~ 
Cessing elements is now developed. The overall intergra
tation of the ISTC will be accomplished in the near future 

This article describes the configuration and architecture 
of the system and itsdifferent modules. 

EMPLOYED METHODS FOR TRAFFIC MEASUREMENTS. 

While introducing modern measuring equipment into the sys
tem. two principal methods have been employed. The first 
method is the passive one, e.g. monitoring, customer's 
generated traffic in the system. The second method is 
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the active one, e.g. monitoring, equipment generated, tra
ffic for test purposes. 

Raw data produced by the monitoring equipment consists of 
the following types: 

- Peg count and Usage of individual and grouped lines 
(PU data). 

- Complete Event Recognition {CER data} 
The PU data can be accumulated, averaged, 0r peak detected ' 
on specified intervals. The CER data is tr'ldepedeflt .. of-' 
interval definitions and consists of complete events as 
dialed digits, tones recognition, Incoming calls, etc. 
~ile the PU data is measured on single wires the CER is 
measured on two 'or three wires configuration. 
Part of the equipment producing the PU and CER was purcha
sed while the other part was developed in conjuncture with 
the ISTC. This e~uipment will be described later in con
text of the general system. 

Generated traffic for test purposes is carried out by spe
cial automatic dialling .equipment, described later in this 
article. 

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY FOR THE ISTC MEDULES 

While purchasing or designing the different modules of the 
rSTC, the following requirements were outlin·ed for them. 

1. Each module should be independent and capable of stand 
alone operation. This requirement was a result of 
budget problems and urgent traffic measurement needs 

{These problems exist unfortunately almost in any pub~ 
lic switching system}. 
The immediate result of this requirement was a bottom 
up design philosophy. Each new measuring equipment, 
while satisfying actual needs, add a new block to the 
integrated system. 

2. Each module should be capable of remote communication 
either by data network or by telphone lines {dial up 
or dedicated}. This requirement enabled the ISTC to 
take full advantage of present or future data networks. 
In addition to that, traffic for test purposes is al
ways locally generated, thus eliminating the need for 
excessive telephone line consumption. 

3. Each module should have the capability of adaption to 
future needs. This requirement calls for implementing 
microprocessors in the measuring equipment. thus achie
vtng adaptivity by software programming. 

These three requirements for the ISTC modules, enabled the 
design, .construction, and aetual operating of the differ
ent el ements without the need of a central controller which 
as a matter of fact, was designed in a later phase. 

ARCHITECTURE AND DESCRIPTION OF THE ISTC 

The ISTC consists of three main parts and is designed to 
cover the entire public switching telephone network. The 
three main parts are the eentral data unit (CDlJ') , the 
central communication unit (CCU), and the distributed data 
terminals (DDT). 
As it was mentioned before each of these parts is indepen
dent and was designed separately, but the integration of 
all three parts renders a highly sophisticated measuring 
and processing system for traffic data. 

A. CDU: - This unit is the main DP element of the entire 
system. Its computation power is ... de.r:~.yed from a mini-
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computer. Preliminary analysis and test were carried out 
on a POP ]]/40 minicomputer. These preliminary tests ren
dered the following results: 

Hardware features of the CDU: 
- One minicomputer (POP 11/34 or equivalent) with a 

possible cold back up (depends on MTBF and MTTR fig
ures). 
192 Kbytes of main store 
60 Mbytes total capacity of random access backing 
memory (Disks). 
100 Mbytes segmential access memory (Tapes - 1600 
bpi, phase enclosed, 9 tracks). 
2000 LPM line printer for on site reports. 
16 I/O serial pori for peripheral communication 
4 local terminals for operating and programmfng 

Traffic distribution visual maps for traffic control 

Software features of the CDU: 
- Standart S/W :Multitaaking operating system with 

general utilities like editors, compilers, loanders, 
debugger-s, etc. 
Standart S/W package for statistical analysis and 
simulation. 
Real time (high prority) programmable scheduler for 
data collection, test initiating and reports distrib
ution 
File management system 
Traffic data analysis programs and report generators. 

The overall coordination of the CDU is carried out by the 
real time scheduler, which runs on a 24 hour basis. It 
initIate data collection, test pattern loading, traffic 
data analysis programs and report generat-ors. In general, 
report generating and dispatching are triggered either by 
analysis programs (exception reports) or by the scheduler 
(standart reports). Since the schedular is programmable, 
new triggering tasks can be assigned to it very easily. 
The scheduler supports an extensive repertoire of programs. 
These programs include data collectors, test initiators, 
data analysers, report generators, report dispatchers, file 
managers, and other utility programs. The results of thes~ 
'prog~am5 generate an immense data base that is supported 
by the file management system. This data base is used for 
maintenance, management, and control. Another important 
f~ature of CDU are the visual traffic ma~s which indicates 
distribution of traffic over the system. 

Lower priority jobs can run on an interactive basis or 
batch environment. 

B. CCU: - This unit is comprised of a number of indepen
de,nt subunits that are capable of stand alone opera
tion. The following units are included in the CCU; 

Main alarm system (MAS): This system exist since 1972. 
It covers all the switching equ'ipment and main trunks 
over the country. It detects operative/ (~noperative 
status of the equipment and power supply. It is based 
on a 21MX minicomputer linked to 32 central status 
scanners all over the country. Each central scanner 
is connected to local scanners in its area. 

Up ' data concentrator (UPC): Part of this system has alrea
dy been introduced (1976). It accumulates UP data from 
terminals all over the country. Preprocessing of the raw 
data is carried out in this unit before being transferred 
to the CDU. The UPC is based on purchased equipment (Als
ton terminals and ' recorders). 

Random traffic processor (RTP): This unit is being deve
loped since 1976. It is based on a central multiscanner 
for subscriber lines (256 inputs). Each input is connec
ted to a statistical call aliote.r, situated in a prefixe'G 
location. Traffic data is transmitted by the alloters to 
be the RTP where the CER data is extracted and transferred 
to the CDU. 

Automatic service tester (AST): This unit was developed 
in 1978. It is based on a central micorcomputer that 
tnt~l'ate~ test calls by remote automatic dialer (RAD) or by 
remote tone an: lysers (RTA) and identifies quality of ser
vice offered by different services of the system (Directo
ry service, Subscriber maintenance service, International 
dial service, Automatic wake-up service etc.) The results 
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of the tests aretransferred to the CDU for further proces
Sing and reporting. Test schedules are supplied to the AST 
by CDU on a regular basis. 

Automatic test analyser (ATN) : This unit is based on the 
former developement of the AST. It initiate calls to test 
numbers located in different sites and identifies the pro
per/non proper response. Communication with the CDU is do
ne on the same basis as the AST. 

Communication mUltiplexer (CM) : This unit supports data 
communication to ot~er installations. It is used mainly 
for reports dispatching and data bases transmissions. The 
unit is based on a microcomputer and is capable of using 
telex lines, Data network lines or regular telephone lines. 

C. DOT: - This part consists of the present and future 
measuring equipment. It includes the following items 

- Alston 600 and 615 data recorders 
- Multiscanner for subscriber lines 
- Automatic remote dialers 
- Remote tone analysers 
- Statistical call alloters. 

A short description of these items follows. Part of the 
ttems were presented at the IEEE convention in Israel 1977. 

- Alston 600 and 615 data recorders: These purchased items 
are UP data recorders for individual circuits. Each 615 
units covers several hundred of points. Detailed descrip
tion can be found in Ref.(10). Similar products are pro
duced by many other manufacturers and can easily replace 
this item. 

- Multiscanner for subscr'iber lines: This microprocessor 
based element is basically a CER data collector. It can 
support up to 256 lines. The CER data includes very de
ta iled description of each event (Time, event code, chan
nel number, dialled digits, hold time, conversation time, 
tones, metering, intermidiate time intervaTs for subevents). 

A detailed description of tnis element appears in Ref.(5). 

- Automatic remote diallers: This element is a remote con
trol dialler. It dials any number that is transmitted to 
it via a telephone line. A link between the dialled num
ber and the initiator is established afterwards. A preli
minary version of this dialler was already used in 1976 
for different purposes, (Air line service etc •• ). 

- Remote tone analyser: This very advanced piece of equip
ment is now developed. It has already been tested in some 
places. It consists of a small single chip computer (an 
F8 version). It is capable of data transmission " test 
call initiation, sta'ndart tone recognision etc. It is 
mainly used for the AST and ATN subunits. A full descrip
tion of this element and its utilization in traffic mea
SUrements will be published in a forthcoming article. 

- Statistical call alloters : This small and compact element 
enables the routing of random traffic towords measuring 
equipment. This element was developed in 1976 and a more 
advanced version, capable of data transmission, is deve
loped now. 

OTHER ASPECTS OF THE ISTC. 

As it was stated above, comprehensive traffic measurements 
are a severe problem in most public switched telephone net
works of today. Several references of this article describe 
partial solutions to part of the entire problem. The ISTC 
is the first solution that heads toward the ultimated goal, 
the integrated system. 

- Some of the factors that enable the realization of this 
goa I are : 
- The relatively small dimension of the switching system 
- Bottom-up design philosophy which eased the financing of 

the project; 

- The establishment of a public data network in Israel in 
mid of ]980. 

- Extensive use of advanced LSI and VLSI technologies in 
deSign of different parts of the system, rendering flexi
bility for future needs. 
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A similar concept can be utilize in similar installations 
and thus solving those severe problems of traffic measure
ment :and processing. 
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